
Beta Tools North America  Warranty Policy

Hand Tools
The original purchaser of Beta hand tools is entitled to a limited lifetime warranty against defective material or 
faulty workmanship. The warranty is only extended after Beta Tools North America's examination and found 
to be a result of defective material or faulty workmanship. The warranty does not cover products damaged 
from misuse, modi cations, neglect or normal wear and tear as determined by Beta Tools North America. 
Consumable products are excluded from the warranty and do not apply to normal wear parts such as, but not 
limited to, cutting blades, caster wheels, roller bearings, worn bits, drivers, drill bits, taps,  les, ratchet gears, 
pneumatic gears and torque products. 
 Beta Tools North America or its distributors are not liable for any incidental or consequential damages that 
may occur after the purchase or use of Beta Tools product. 
Tools with electronics only have a 30-day warranty and are subject to the warranty conditions in this policy. All 
pneumatic tools and torque wrenches/screwdrivers carry a 90-day warranty and are subject to the warranty 
conditions in the policy. Torque wrench/screwdriver warranty does not include regular recalibration.

Tool storage
The original purchaser of Beta Tool Storage is entitled to a I-year limited warranty. The warranty will be 
extended after a Beta Tools representative's pre-evaluation of the claim which will consist of, but not limited 
to, proof of purchase from an authorized Beta Tools distributor in the United States or Canada and pictures of 
the tool storage. The warranty applies only to the repair or replacement of parts found in the evaluation to be 
defective from material or workmanship. The warranty does not cover products damaged from misuse, modi 
cations, neglect, mishandling or normal wear and tear as determined by Beta Tools North America. Beta Tools 
North America or its distributors are not liable for any incidental or consequential damages that may occur 
after the purchase or use of Beta Tool Storage products.

Discover other drill accessories and parts on our website.

https://www.toolsid.com/beta/
https://www.toolsid.com/drill-accessories-parts.html

